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  RSS and Atom in Action is organized into two parts. The first part introduces the blog technologies of news feed formats and publishing protocols-the building blocks. The second part shows how to put to those blocks together to assemble interesting and useful blog applications. In keeping with the behind Manning's "In Action" series, this book shows the reader, through numerous examples in Java and C#, how to parse Atom and RSS format newsfeeds, how to generate valid newsfeeds and serve them efficiently, and how to automate blogging via web services based on the new Atom protocol and the older MetaWeblog API. The book also shows how to develop a complete blog client library that readers can use in their own applications. The second half of the book is devoted to a dozen blog apps-small but immediately useful example applications such as a community aggregator, a file distribution newsfeed, a blog cross-poster, an email-to-blog gateway, Ant tasks for blogging softwarebuilds, and more.

What is new is the widespread adoption of blog technology—newsfeeds and publishing protocols—on the Web. In the late 1990s, blog software and web portal developers needed standard data formats to make it easy to syndicate content on the Web. Thus, RSS, Atom, and other XML newsfeed formats were born. They needed standard protocols for publishing to and programming the Web. Thus, XML-RPC, SOAP, and web services were born.

This book is about building applications with those blog technologies. For the sake of the cynical developers in the audience, we start with a few use stories that show some truly new ways of collaborating using blog technology. Then, we explain what you need to know about blog technology—and not just RSS and Atom. We also cover blog server architecture, blogging APIs, and web services protocols.

To help you get started, we’ve included what amounts to a blog technology developer’s kit, including a complete blog server, newsfeed parsers, a blog client library and, in part 2, ten immediately useful blog applications, or blog apps, written in Java and C#. The blog server and the ten applications, known as the Blogapps server and Blogapps examples, are both maintained as an open source project at http://blogapps.dev.java.net, where you’re welcome to help maintain and improve them.


About the Author
   Dave Johnson started blogging in 2002 using Java-based blogging software that he developed called Roller. Roller now drives the ground-breaking employee blogs at Sun Microsystems, is used by thousands of bloggers on JRoller.com and other sites, and is a successful open source project. He lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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Making Embedded Systems: Design Patterns for Great SoftwareO'Reilly, 2011

	Interested in developing embedded systems? Since they don't tolerate inefficiency, these systems require a disciplined approach to programming. This easy-to-read guide helps you cultivate a host of good development practices, based on classic software design patterns and new patterns unique to embedded programming. Learn how to build...
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What's New About Crop Plants: Novel Discoveries of the 21st CenturyCRC Press, 2011

	Until recently, breeding efforts in mass produced food crops centered on high yield production, yet sacrificed flavor, taste, and other qualities. Now, more emphasis is being placed on the enhancement of nutritional and medicinal properties as well as from an environmental impact and sustainability standpoint. This volume looks at the use of...
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Java Generics and CollectionsO'Reilly, 2006
This comprehensive guide shows you how to master the most important
 changes to Java since it was first released.  Generics and the greatly expanded collection libraries have tremendously increased the power of
 Java 5 and Java 6.  But they have also confused many developers who haven't known how to take advantage of...
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Wiley Pathways Introduction to Database ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	College classrooms bring together learners from many backgrounds,

	with a variety of aspirations. Although the students are in the same

	course, they are not necessarily on the same path. This diversity, coupled

	with the reality that these learners often have jobs, families, and

	other commitments, requires a flexibility that our...
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Getting Started with InstallShield Developer and Windows Installer SetupsInstallshield Software Corp, 2002
InstallShield Developer is the most powerful and flexible solution for creating today’s Windows Installer setups. And this book is your authoritative guide to this most critical step in the software release process: the installation.
InstallShield authority Bob Baker guides you through Developer’s integrated development environment...
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3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D ArtistsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want...
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